It is our tradition to ask the Executive Director of the Life Raft Group to write an article for our Annual Report. You would think that after doing this so many times it would get easier. After all, we can recount so many accomplishments this past year in expanding our educational and research efforts and forming new high-level collaborations. Instead of doing that, however, permit me to turn to the topic of courage.

The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines courage as “the mental or moral strength to venture, persevere and withstand danger, fear or difficulty”. The instinct when reading that is to turn one’s attention to the military or to their civilian brothers and sisters in police and fire departments, all of whom stand in harm’s way. Their actions flash clearly in our minds as we imagine the visions of those who walk into the burning fire or across the field of battle. Rightly so, we honor them with medals and ceremony and hold them up as role models who gave much, if not all, to defend our ideals.

There is a less visible kind of courage that I would like to talk about.

A mom, newly diagnosed with cancer, strokes the heads of her children to reassure them that everything will be all right as she hides the sheer terror of her new status.

A son and daughter giving their consent to their dying father that it is o.k. for him to let go as they hide the total helplessness of losing someone they love so dearly.

Or the wife who, racked with pain, gets quietly out of bed to go to the bathroom, careful not to wake and concern that man lying next to her. And, of course, that man now wide awake, pretending not to notice the pain his wife is in.

Courage on the military battlefield often plays out in minutes.

Courage on the cancer battlefield often plays out into endless time.

On behalf of those who work in the Life Raft Group, I would dedicate this past year to the courage of the men and women of all ages and nationalities who venture forward every day to withstand the danger, fear or difficulty of cancer. Whatever we do or accomplish pales in the face of your bravery.

Thank You,

Norman Scherzer
Executive Director
At the heart of the Life Raft Group, the support and education of patients is what empowers them to take a larger role in their care. Simply stated, empowered patients have higher survival rates.

In 2017, we held four GIST Days of Learning (GDOLS) in Miami, Salt Lake City, New York and San Diego. GDOLs continue to be an effective way to provide both the latest education on topics related to GIST presented by experts in the field, as well as serving as a forum for patients and caregivers to connect with one another in a supportive environment. This year, clinics were offered by the physician groups from associate institutions, and patient stories became a part of the event.

GDOLs would not be possible without the generous support of sponsors such as Bayer, Blueprint Medicines, Novartis, and Pfizer.

We presented five webcasts, with topics ranging from Gene Fusions in GIST to information on clinical trials for DCC-2618 and BLU-285.

Newsletters, providing timely topics including a Clinical Trials focused issue, continue to be published. Each issue included member stories, updates on patient-powered science themes, and stories with global reach.

The LRG continues to be a strong voice for GIST patients, advocating for access to GIST specialists, clinical trials, and mutational testing.

We continued to maintain membership in national and local organizations such as NORD (National Organization for Rare Disorders) and OVAC (One Voice Against Cancer), participating in advocacy campaigns through both our email community and social media.

The LRG joined the efforts of the Marketplace Access Project (MAP), a group of leading national patient advocacy organizations dedicated to protecting non-profit insurance premium and cost-sharing assistance to individuals with chronic and life-threatening illnesses. Currently, the project continues to urge the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) to modify a federal rule that allows insurance companies to deny coverage to patients who receive premium or cost-sharing assistance from non-profit charities. Support for the Access to marketplace Insurance Act (H.R.3976) continues to be part of this campaign. The bill was introduced on October 5, 2017, and is in the first stage of the legislative process.

On a very local basis, we encouraged our New Jersey members to take action in support of Bill A2337 in the General Assembly, which requires health insurers to limit patient cost-sharing and provide an appeal process concerning certain prescription drug coverage. We participated in local networking opportunities, along with lobby visits at the statehouse.

LRG Members Teena Petersohn, Hannah Marcus and Karen Meyers participated in OVAC's Lobby Day in Washington, D.C., visiting their legislators to lobby for the preservation of funding for rare disease research.
Outreach and engagement also expanded in 2017. Working with state leaders and volunteers, we have been able to reach more patients, advocacy groups and medical professionals than ever. In conjunction with the Patient Registry department, brief surveys were conducted each month on a variety of topics to help promote our programs.

Our community continues to be a valuable source of support, with 30 leaders representing 25 states, and international representatives from 61 different countries.

Our fourth annual GIST Awareness Day was a weekend affair in Southern California, and included fun activities around our H.E.R.O. campaign, as well as a GDOL, a clinic day, and a tour at Moores Cancer Center. From coast-to-coast, members raised awareness from state fairs to local meetings. The international community pulled out all stops with their billboard style artwork.

The 14th Annual Night to Fight Cancer event hosted by Board President Jerry Cudzil along with Matt Knopman, was once again a success, raising close to $200,000 for research while providing a night of good food and fun for participants.

Global GIST advocates from 15 countries convened in October for the New Horizons GIST Meeting at the LRG’s Wayne, New Jersey office. This international meeting focused on how disease advocacy organizations can utilize real world evidence from patient health records to advance GIST research. A key issue of concern was obtaining access to diagnostic testing and cutting-edge treatments. The seventh annual meeting of Alianza GIST took place concurrently.

Efforts in Latin America continued to focus on raising awareness and providing access to treatments. Fundacion GIST Chile expanded collaborative efforts with other Chilean advocacy organizations in a newly formed Association of Cancer Groups in Chile called ACHAGO, combining efforts to be able to achieve public policies that enable patients to have access to the proper and accurate diagnosis as well as the treatments patients need to survive.

Individual patients were aided by the Life Raft Group in obtaining treatment in countries from Croatia to Australia.

With 30 state representatives and 61 international representatives, the voice of the LRG can and will continue to be heard.
In 2017, our approach to research emphasized “Patient Powered Science for Life”, a paradigm based on one of the core premises of the Life Raft Group – real-world evidence provided by and for patients.

This approach is not new. Since the earliest days of the LRG we have believed that patient data can provide us with critical insight into survival strategies in a timely and accurate manner, bypassing the lethal time lag that is part of traditional clinical trials. The combination of the traditional research studies we support combined with patient data from our platforms fill a critical gap.

With Project InterGR, a comprehensive suite of research tools including our Patient Registry, SideEQ and GIST Collaborative Tissue Bank, we carved out a niche in GIST research, laying the groundwork for exciting new studies, including a global surveillance project with key GIST specialists, providing timely real-world evidence to increase patient survival and enhance quality of life.

Our flagship Patient Registry was enhanced with the release of GIST/PRIME, an interactive component of the registry that allows patients to be involved in research directly.

SideEQ, our online side effects management tool, was opened to three additional sarcoma patient organizations. The system was enhanced to track side effects over time.

Our redesigned and optimized GIST Clinical Trials database now provides a more user-friendly and intuitive search of trials for patients and physicians.

Continuing our collaboration with Columbia University Medical Center NewYork Presbyterian, we have provided 150 tissue samples. Dependent upon funding, the next phase will be a clinical trial. With Blueprint Medicines, We participated in a data project to aid in trial design and to analyze progress and remaining medical need in a GIST patient’s journey based on patient-reported real-world experience.

Continuing to encourage patient-powered science globally, we supported data sharing in Latin America through the Salud con Datos project. The goal of the project is to expand the Latin America GIST Registry, to close the information gap and aid in understanding the needs of GIST patients in Latin America, and to translate data to health authorities and medical professionals with the goal of improving patient outcomes.

The LRG continued to attend and present at meetings such as the FDA/World Orphan Drug Congess, ASCO, CTTI and others. Norman Scherzer co-presented a poster with Dr. Jason Sicklick of Moores Cancer Center, University of Southern California, San Diego, at the Connective Tissue Oncology Society (CTOS) meeting in Hawaii. Data was drawn from the LRG Patient Registry on the response of SDH-deficient GIST to drugs.
PATIENT REGISTRY IN REVIEW

Initial Development of the Patient Registry

- Information transferred to Microsoft Excel Spreadsheet: >100 records in 1998
- First operating database on Microsoft Access: >500 records in 2004
- Establishment of Tissue Bank with Stanford: 2007
- Online Platform created using SQL: >1600 records in 2013

Patient Registry Members

- 1807 Patient Registry Members
- 95 New Patient Registry Members
- 49% Male
- 51% Female

Mutation

- 44% of Patient Registry members know their mutation and reported it

Mutation Breakdown

- KIT 77%
- PDGFRA 15%
- Other 8%

Mutation Breakdown

- KIT
  - Exon 11 77%
  - Exon 9 15%
  - Exon 13 5%
  - Exon 17 3%

- PDGFRA
  - Exon 12 16%
  - Exon 18 79%
  - Exon 14 5%

- OTHER
  - NOS 86%
  - No other specified* 1%
  - SDHA 7%
  - SDHB 6%
  - SDHC 1%

*NOS (No other specified); formerly Wildtype for KIT and PDGFRA
There are several different methods used to classify the risk of recurrence in GIST. The Patient Registry uses the Modified NIH Method, which looks at primary tumor size, mitotic count, and location.

- **Risk of Recurrence**
  - 72.7% Single Tumor at Diagnosis
  - 27.3% Mets at Diagnosis

**Top Three Primary Tumor Location**
1. Stomach: 712
2. Small Intestine: 592
3. Rectum/Anus: 48

**Medication**
- 534 patients reported being on generic imatinib
- 47 patients on medication: Generics: 47

**Number of living patients on medication:**
- 649

**Number of patients entered a clinical trial this year:**
- 11
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